
Christine has been with BWC for more than 20 years. She first served as an employer 
services specialist where she assisted employers in complying with BWC programs. 
As a regional business consultant, Christine acts as a liaison between BWC and 
employers in Ashtabula, Trumbull Mahoning and Columbiana counties. She uses her 
extensive workers’ compensation and technical expertise to assist employers in the 
development and implementation of effective risk-management strategies through 
various cost-control programs. In addition, Christine partners with associations 
and trade groups to share updates and bring industry feedback to BWC executive 
management while focusing on growth and retention of business in Ohio. 

As a business consultant, Christine also teaches classes at BWC’s  Youngstown Customer 
Service Office and the Ohio Safety Congress & Expo in Columbus. She also conducts 
presentations for employer groups, including local chambers and safety councils. 
Christine’s experience with workers’ compensation claims and risk management make 
her an asset to Ohio businesses.

Unique among the business consultants, Christine’s background is in engineering and 
underwriting. She worked first as a nuclear design engineer for Westinghouse Nuclear 
and then as a chemical engineering specialist, conducting loss analyses for the Factory 
Mutual System. Additionally, she spent time as an underwriter for Allendale Mutual 
Insurance, ensuring  her book of business was appropriately covered and adequately 
priced.

Christine earned her Bachelor of Engineering in Chemical Engineering, her certification 
in Nuclear Engineering and her Master of Science in Finance and Economics from 
Youngstown State University in Youngstown, Ohio. She did post graduate work in 
statistics and mathematics at Case Western Reserve University in Cleveland. Her 
education provides Christine with the ability to understand the problems faced by 
employers, both in a business and technical sense, and to offer solutions that represent 
solid cost-control alternatives.

Christine lives in Liberty Township with her husband, Gayton, and their two college 
age children, Tommy and Sarah.

You can contact Christine at 330-797-5038 or at Christine.W.1@bwc.state.oh.us.
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